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Name

Description

ADWF

Average Dry Weather Flow

BMP

Benefits Management Plan

Corporation, the

Gippsland Water Corporation

DAFF

Dissolved Air Flotation and Filtration

DTF

Department of Treasury and Finance

DELWP

Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

DWF

Dry Weather Flow

EP

Equivalent Person

EPA

Environment Protection Authority

ESC

Essential Services Commission

GHG

Green House Gases

GW

Gippsland Water

ILM

Investment Logic Map

KPI

Key Performance Indicator

LGA

Local Government Area

MBR

Membrane Bio Reactor

ML/a

Mega Litres per annum

NPC

Net Present Cost

NPV

Net Present Value

PPP

Public Private Partnership

SBR

Sequencing Batch Reactor

SEPP

State Environmental Protection Policy

SEW

South East Water

SPS

Sewage Pump Station

STP

Sewerage Treatment Plant

TBL

Triple Bottom Line

TIRT

Treatment Improvement by Recycling Trial

WACC

Weighted Average Cost of Capital

WWTP

Wastewater Treatment Plant
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Executive summary
Gippsland Water (GW) has identified the following problem statements underpinning the investment
need for the Drouin Wastewater Treatment Plant Capacity Upgrade Project:
Problem 1: Increasing waste water volumes and loads being released adversely
impacts on the state of waterways and surrounds
Population growth in Drouin has resulted in increased loads and volumes such that the
existing plant is unable to comply with the Victorian Environmental Protection Authority
designated compliance targets which are in place to protect environmental and public
health.
Problem 2: An inability to meet current and future demand for waste water services
will constrain investment in the local economy
Drouin is a State Government nominated regional growth town with an additional 9,000 new
lots expected to be built over the next 40 years. Under this scenario, GW and Baw Baw
Shire Council will need to curtail planned growth and hence limit economic activity and
investment in the Gippsland region in the event that augmentation of the Drouin waste water
treatment plant is not forthcoming.

The Project
The preferred solution, Project Option 3, consists of a membrane bioreactor process. This process
is a variant of activated sludge, whereby the final settling stage where treated water is separated
from biological solids is replaced by membranes. The process operates by drawing clean water
(permeate) through the membranes.
The effective pore size of the membrane (approx. 0.04 micron) excludes all solids and filters most
bacteria. Therefore the system provides both solids liquid separation and a degree of disinfection in
one stage. The process can be operated under a wide range of mixed liquor solids concentrations
and typically is able to operate at 6-7g/L making the footprint of the process significantly smaller
than conventional activated sludge processes.
Benefits
The anticipated benefits from the Drouin Wastewater Treatment Plant Capacity Upgrade Project
are:
Benefit 1: Improved protection of environmental and public health - through improved quality of
treated effluent discharged from the plant thus reducing risks to the receiving environment. This
benefit will be measured by:



reduced number of EPA effluent quality breaches and
reduced number of odour complaints.

Benefit 2: Increased opportunities for social and economic reuse of treated wastewater - through
enhanced opportunities for recycled water use which reduces discharge to the receiving
environments and potentially offsetting potable water use. This benefit will be measured by:


increased amount of wastewater recycled.
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Benefit 3: Support future growth in the region – through ensuring adequate capacity to meet sewage
demand predicted over the next 25 years. This benefit will be measured by:


increased amount of waste water treated.

Strategic Options Analysis
GW undertook a wide ranging review of potential solutions, including collaborating with
neighbouring water utilities. Due to South East Water (SEW) discharging into the same creek (King
Parrot Creek) and the same catchment under the SEPP (Westernport), GW approached SEW to
understand if there are any advantages in sharing treatment facilities.
Subsequently, a series of detailed studies were undertaken by specialist engineering consultants,
KBR who considered a range of high level options to respond to the identified problems at Drouin
(and beyond). These options included:






combining the treatment of Drouin and Warragul (which is serviced by GW and is similarly
experiencing strong population growth) with a super plant either located at Drouin South or to
the east of Warragul;
having satellite plants around Drouin for the growth areas; and,
sharing treatment facilities with SEW at Longwarry.

Based upon financial estimates alone, there was a clear case to manage and treat Drouin, Warragul
and Longwarry sewage at separate, local plants. Two strategic options at Drouin were subsequently
identified for analysis:
Strategic Option 1: Capacity Only - involving expansion of the existing treatment plant, requiring
additional lagoons and land on to which effluent will be discharged.
Strategic Option 2: Capacity and Flexibility - involving implementation of an integrated approach
to balance existing infrastructure, treatment quality and current discharge options and buffer
distances.
On the basis of a detailed strategic options assessment, GW endorsed Strategic Option 2 –
“Capacity and Flexibility” as the preferred strategic response to deliver the desired benefits. This
strategic option was assessed as: able to realise the targeted benefits, able to be delivered at a
similar or lower cost and with few major risks thus enabling a higher likelihood of benefit realisation
and having the highest likelihood of achieving value for money.
Project Options Analysis
GW then assessed a broad suite of potential Project Options that were available as part of
achieving the Preferred Strategic Option. An initial multi-criteria assessment was used to shortlist
the identified options for further, detailed assessment. Options 1, 2 and 7 were ranked well behind
Options 3, 4, 5 and 6 and so were eliminated from further analysis. The four remaining treatment
systems (in addition to the Base Case) are described as follows:


Base Case - against which alternative options were assessed, comprises the current
Drouin waste water treatment plant. This assumes business-as-usual practice with no
capital upgrades to the existing lagoons and side stream mechanical plants.
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Option 3: Activated Sludge and Membrane Bioreactor - consists of a membrane
bioreactor process at the final settling stage where treated water is separated from
biological solids by use of membranes.



Option 4: Sequential Batch Reactor, Tertiary Filtration and Disinfection - consists of a
sequencing batch reactor, filtration (cloth) and ultra violet disinfection system in series. A
sequencing batch reactor process combines activated sludge and gravity settling in a
single tank/reactor.



Option 5: Granular Activated Sludge, Tertiary Filtration and Disinfection - consists of
a granular activated sludge process, cloth media filtration and UV disinfection whereby the
mixed liquor in the process is selected to grow as granules rather than a suspension of
solids.



Option 6: Membrane Aerated Bioreactor, Clarification, Tertiary Filtration and
Disinfection – consists of a membrane aerated bioreactor as a fixed film/activated sludge
process, otherwise known as integrated fixed film activated sludge.

Based upon a detailed Multi Criteria Options Assessment, Option 3 was assessed as providing the
optimal solution with benefits of the project outweighing the costs when social, environmental and
financial impacts were assessed.
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1.

Proble
em

1.1

Backgro
ound

1.1.1

About Gip
ppsland Wa
ater

Gippslan
nd Water (GW
W) delivers reliable, high
h-quality watter, wastewa
ater and wasste recovery services
to ensurre social, envvironmental and econom
mic benefits to
t domestic and
a commerrcial clients across
a
Central G
Gippsland. The
T Corporation’s geogrraphic region
n stretches frrom Drouin i n the west to
o
Stratford
d in the east and from Mirboo North iin the south to Rawson and
a Briagoloong in the no
orth
(Figure 1
1).

Figure 1: Gippsland Water
W
Servic
ce Area

GW provvides drinkin
ng water and
d wastewaterr services to more than 65,000
6
custoomers and ra
aw water
to industtry across an
n area of mo
ore than 5,00
00 square killometres. Th
he Corporatioon maintains
s a $1
billion infrastructure network which includes more than 2,000
2
kilome
etres of wate r mains, 16 water
nt plants, ove
er 1,500 kilo
ometres of se
ewer mains and 14 wasttewater treattment plants.
treatmen
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The establishment and operations of GW are governed by the Water Act 1989. In respect of sewage
services, the Act enshrines GW with the following statutory functions:
An Authority that has a sewerage district has the following functions—
(a) to provide, manage and operate systems for the conveyance, treatment and disposal of
sewage and, if the Authority so decides, of trade waste;
(b) to identify community needs relating to sewerage services and to plan for the future needs of
the community relating to sewerage services;
(c) to develop and implement programs for the recycling and reuse of treated waste water;
(d) to investigate, promote and conduct research into any matter which relates to its functions,
powers and duties in relation to sewerage services;
(e) to educate the public about any aspect of sewerage.
GW is owned by the Victorian Government and is governed by an independent board of directors.

1.1.2

Drouin Wastewater Treatment Plant

The rural town of Drouin is the location of one of the 14 Wastewater Treatments Plants (WWTP)
owned and operated by GW. Drouin is the western most town serviced by GW. Being approximately
100km from Melbourne, and just outside the Urban Growth Boundary, the town has experienced
strong population growth over the past 10 years.
The current Drouin WWTP consists of a lagoon based treatment system with treated water storage.
During dry weather, wastewater is treated to Class C standard and discharged via land irrigation to
GW owned farmland to the south of the treatment plant. During wet weather, when the storage
volume available within the lagoons is exceeded, a side stream plant treats excess wastewater
through a nitrifying trickling filter and dissolved air flotation and filtration (DAFF) plant before
discharging secondary effluent to the Shillinglaw Creek. Since January 2017, about 30 ML/a of
treated Class C recycled water is soon to be provided to a nearby sporting ground for irrigation.
The existing plant is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Existing Drouin WWTP

1.2

Definitio
on of the
e problem
m

In accordance with the
t Victorian Governmen
nt’s Investme
ent Managem
ment Standaard, GW com
mpleted a
nd Investme
ent Logic Ma pping (ILM) workshop fa
acilitated by a Departmen
nt of
problem definition an
credited faci litator. The workshop
w
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articipants ideentified the following
f
Treasuryy and Financce (DTF) acc
problems underpinning the inves
stment need
d for the Drou
uin Waste Water
W
Treatm
ment Plant Up
pgrade:
m 1: Increas
sing waste water
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volum
mes and load
ds being relleased adveersely impacts on
Problem
the state of waterw
ways and surrounds
n increased l oads and vo
olumes such that the exissting plant is
s unable
Growth iin Drouin has resulted in
to comply with the Victorian
V
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vironmental P
Protection Authority (EPA
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n place to pro
otect environ
nmental and public healtth.
targets, which are in
m 2: An inab
bility to mee
et current an
nd future de
emand for waste
w
waterr services will
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Problem
constrain investme
ent in the local econom
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overnment no
ominated reg
gional growtth town, with an additionaal 9000 new
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Drouin iss a State Go
expected
d to be built over the nex
xt 40 years. Without inte
ervention to increase treaatment capacity for
Drouin, G
GW and Baw
w Baw Shire
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f
the real prospect off curtailing planned
growth (and the resu
ultant economic activity a
and investment in Gipps
sland) to prottect public health,
alth of receiv
ving waterwa
ays.
amenity and the hea
estment Logic Map is pro
ovided in Fig
gure 3.
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Figure 3: Investment Logic Map
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1.3

Evidence of the problem

1.3.3

Problem 1: Increasing waste water volumes and loads being released
adversely impacts on the state of waterways and surrounds

GW operates all of its wastewater plants under a single corporate licence (Licence 74253) issued by
the EPA. The licence allows GW to discharge treated wastewater into local waterways, reuse
treated wastewater and to operate a waste management facility, subject to certain conditions.
The overarching role of the EPA is to prevent and/or control pollution (including noise) and improve
the quality of the environment. One of the tools available to EPA is the licencing of certain
scheduled premises that may present a risk to the environment.
In the case of Drouin, the EPA licence permits the discharge of Class C recycled water to land for
specific agricultural irrigation (which occurs on land owned and managed by GW). However, there is
a limit in the quantity of effluent that can be treated to Class C recycled water that can be stored and
subsequently applied to the land. As such, during higher flow periods or during the winter months
when the available storage volume within the lagoons is exceeded (and the irrigation land is
saturated due to rainfall), a side stream mechanical plant operates with the treated effluent
discharged to the nearby Shillinglaw Creek. The EPA licence limits for discharge to Shillinglaw
Creek are significantly more stringent than for land discharge particularly in respect of pathogens,
nutrients and suspended solids.
The EPA limits for discharge to Shillinglaw Creek are detailed in Table 1.
Table 1: Discharge limits to Shillinglaw Creek
Parameter

Limit Type

Unit

Discharge Limit

Flowrate

Mean Daily Flow

ML/d

2

Ammonia Nitrogen

Annual Median

mg/L

2

BOD5

Annual Median

mg/L

5

E.coli

Annual Median

Org/100ml

200

Suspended Solids

Annual Median

mg/L

10

Total Nitrogen

Annual Median

mg/L

10

Total Phosphorus

Annual Median

mg/L

0.3

pH

Min/Max

-

6/9

In addition, the current aerobic lagoon system has an EPA endorsed odour control buffer for 10,000
EP (Equivalent Persons).
Urban growth in Drouin has resulted in increased loads and volumes of sewage being conveyed to
the WWTP such that the existing plant is unable to comply with the designated compliance targets
with the resultant heightened risk to environmental and public health.
The existing treatment lagoons are limited in capacity and cannot be used as the sole form of
treatment. The inefficiency of the existing lagoons is due to its system performance being heavily
reliant on loading conditions, including temperature and pH variability, with colder months proving to
reduce the effective treatment of wastewater due to reduced biological activity. Moreover, there is
insufficient winter storage capacity when irrigation is not able to be conducted. This is currently
known to be a bottle neck in the system with discharge of treated wastewater occurring during
winter months when storage is exceeded. This is the time of year when ammonia and nitrogen
Drouin Wastewater Treatment Plant: Capacity Upgrade
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complian
nce is very liimited. As wastewater
w
vvolumes incrrease winter storage beccomes furthe
er
overload
ded leading to
t more frequent and larrger volume discharges to
t Shillinglaw
w Creek. The
e impact
of these system limittations are illlustrated byy EPA licence
e exceedanc
ces as detailled in Table 2.
Table 2: Summary off EPA licence
e compliance
e for Drouin

In response to pending and actu
ual exceedan
nces, GW ha
as implemented a numbeer of interim
measure
es. In order to
t reduce the
e total nitrog
gen in the final effluent it is necessary
ry to enhance
e the
removal of nitrate byy improving its conversio
on to nitrogen gas via denitrification. The Treatment
Improvement by Reccycling Trial (TIRT) apprroach to obta
aining this im
mprovement was to recyc
cle the
nitrate-la
aden water exiting
e
the DAFF back to
o the head off the plant an
nd into Lagooon 1. The EPA
approved a two-yearr trial of this process in 2
2010. The aim of the trial was to exteend the life of
o the
ation growth reached 10
0,000 EP.
plant unttil the popula
During 2
2011 and 2012 there was
s an increasse in rainfall and
a thereforre average fl ows into the
e plant.
This incrrease in flow
ws caused the ratio of reccycled nitrates to incoming flow to bee too low and
therefore
e the hydrau
ulic detention
n time was n
not high enou
ugh to achiev
ve denitrificaation. At the same
time, the
e nutrient loa
ading on the lagoons wa s such that the
t initial rec
circulated floows were returning
ammonia
a, not nitrate
e, to the head of the worrks.
GW had to ensure th
hat nitrificatio
on (oxidation
n of ammoniia to nitrite and nitrate) ccould take place prior
ecirculation so
s that only nitrate
n
was re
eturned to th
he head of th
he works. GW
W did this th
hrough
to the re
the inclu
usion of four projects, namely: aeratio
on surface diffusers
d
in la
agoon 1 and 2, a baffle curtain
c
in
lagoon 2
2, the deslud
dging of lago
oon 2 and bio
ological dosing of the existing mediaa on the High
h Rate
Trickling
g Filters as a means to im
mprove nitriffication.
GW also
o recommisssioned the su
urface aerato
ors in lagoon
n 1. These im
mprovementss in aeration
n (and
therefore
e nitrification
n) provided the desired n
nitrate-rich re
ecirculation to
t the start oof the proces
ss in
lagoon 1
1. The overa
all outcome of
o the TIRT p
produced a lo
ower Total Nitrogen
N
acrooss the lagoo
ons for
the total year to 95%
% of the limit under the liccence thereffore making the trial andd the addition
nal
projects a success.
ng flows and
d therefore n
nutrient loading continued
d to increasee due to pop
pulation
However, as incomin
a no longerr viable to meet
m
licence limits.
growth, tthe adopted strategies are
The currrent EP loading on the plant is 11,19
99 EP which exceeds both the plann ing horizon for
f the
TIRT tria
al as well as the EPA endorsed odou
ur buffer for the plant.

ently commisssioned Dro
ouin WWTP Capacity As
ssessment – September 2016 (Referr
The rece
Supportiing Documentation) conc
cluded that tthe current la
agoon based
d treatment pprocess will not be
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able to p
provide an efffluent that complies
c
with
h the EPA discharge lice
ence for the ssite and mee
et future
populatio
on growth du
ue to;










Annu
ual influent wastewater
w
volumes
v
bein
ng a greaterr volume than those irrigaated to land
resu
ulting in the need
n
to disch
harge to Shi llinglaw Cree
ek over both
h winter and summer. Th
he plant
cann
not meet the
e EPA limits in winter und
der current lo
oads and its performancce is expecte
ed to
worssen with pop
pulation grow
wth;
Lago
oon based trreatment pro
ocesses are not capable of producing
g effluents loow in ammonia and
total nitrogen year round;
Capacity shortfa
alls in lagoon
n capacity ca
annot be add
dressed by simply addingg more lagoo
ons or
ns cannot prrovide year round
r
reliable treatment for discharg
ge to
additional aeration as lagoon
Shillinglaw Cree
ek;
Currrent odour bu
uffer already
y exceeds EP
PA guideline
es and, as th
he populationn of Drouin grows,
g
buffe
er zones willl impact on the surround
ding urban arrea (due to urban
u
growthh on the easttern side
of th
he Plant) and
d,
The WWTP is cu
urrently overrloaded and is likely to experience more
m
septic oor turn over events
e
h as occurred in July 201
15 as the po pulation grows. These will
w result in lower quality
y effluent
such
being produced by the plant and are like
ely to be accompanied by
y significant odour eventts.

1.3.4

Problem 2:
2 An inability to mee
et current and
a
future demand fo
or waste water
w
services will
w constra
ain investm
ment in the
e local economy

Victoria’s population
n is growing rapidly
r
with tthe latest State Governm
ment populattion projectio
ons
pointing to a state wide
w
populatio
on exceedin
ng 10 million people by 2051 comprissing growth across
a
both Gre
eater Melbou
urne and Regional Victorria (Figure 4).
4

Figure 4: Predicted population
p
grrowth in Victo
oria to 2051 (Source:
(
Victtoria in Futurre 2016)
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Victoria in Future 20
016 (the Statte Governme
ents’ official growth forec
casts) estimaates that the
ere will
on household
ds in Victoria
a in 2051 witth increases across all hoousehold typ
pes.
need to be 4.1 millio
ed to occur in
n outer grow
wth suburbs and
a peri-urbaan municipalities.
Much off this growth is anticipate
er suburbs a re predicted to grow by over of 4 pe r cent per ye
ear,
Some arreas in Melbourne’s oute
while the
e Baw Baw Shire
S
(which includes Drrouin) is pred
dicted to growth by in exxcess of 3 pe
er cent
per yearr (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Projected annual
a
rate off population change by LGA
L
– 2011 to
o 2031 (Sourcce: Victoria in Future
2016)

Drouin’ss proximity to
o Melbourne and potentia
al for growth
h was recogn
nised in Plann Melbourne, the
State Go
overnment’s major plann
ning policy. S
Specifically, Drouin was one of nine regional tow
wns
identified
d as having particular grrowth potent ial (Figure 6). The policy
y notes that attracting more
m
growth to some of th
hese strategiic towns will not just take
e pressure off
o Greater M
Melbourne bu
ut also
ces to these
e towns as po
opulations grow.
attract greater provission of servic
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Figure 6: Peri-urban regional towns with grow
wth potential (From Plan Melbourne,
M
p 158)
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This potential for furrther growth builds on alrready experiienced rapid growth withhin the town, as
shown in
n Figure 7.
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-2.000%

Figure 7: Residential Growth rate
es in Drouin o
over the last 10 years

As a ressult, growth in the Drouin
n region overr the next 40
0 years is expected to bee significant, with an
additiona
al 9000 new
w lots predicte
ed to be buillt, of which 95
9 per cent will
w be resideential. This
anticipatted growth will
w increase the flow to th
he plant from
m the current 2.3ML/day to 4.9ML/da
ay in
2050.
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However, as noted above, the existing treatment plant is already exceeding its capacity to meet
discharge quality targets and is non-compliant with its EPA endorsed odour buffer. As the town
grows (currently about 200 lots per year or 420 EP per year) the plant’s exceedances will be further
exacerbated.
Thus, without intervention to augment the plant, GW and Baw Baw Shire Council would have to face
the real prospect of curtailing planned growth (and the resultant economic activity and investment in
Gippsland) to protect public health, amenity and the health of receiving waterways.

1.4

Timing considerations

As detailed in the preceding sections, the existing Drouin WWTP is breaching current EPA licence
conditions with the continued high levels of urban growth placing ever more volume and nutrient
load pressure on the plant.
GW has completed detailed investigations into identifying the optimum solution (see Sections 1.5
and 4), including implementing interim measures at the WWTP and a review to identify any
opportunities to make use of spare capacity at other regional WWTPs. Based on these
investigations, augmentation of the existing WWTP remains the only viable option to respond to the
identified problems.
With the preferred project solution requiring a 12 to 18 month approvals and detailed design phase,
followed by an 18 month construction process, there is no further opportunity to defer investment
without risking environmental harm and/or curtailing development in the region.

Drouin Wastewater Treatment Plant: Capacity Upgrade
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2.

Benefits

2.1

Benefits to be delivered

2.1.1

Primary Investment Benefits

The facilitated ILM Workshop and subsequent Benefits workshop identified the following primary
benefits to be achieved by addressing the identified problems:
Benefit 1: Improved protection of environmental and public health
A successful investment will improve the quality of treated effluent discharged from the plant,
reducing risks to the receiving environment.
Specifically, the investment will:



Reduce the number of EPA effluent quality breaches; and,
Reduce the number of odour complaints.

Benefit 2: Increased opportunities for social and economic reuse of treated wastewater
The improved effluent quality resulting from system augmentation and upgrade provides enhanced
opportunities for recycled water use, which provides the dual benefit of reducing discharge to
receiving environments as well as potentially offsetting potable water use, extraction of groundwater
and/or diversion from creeks.
Specifically, the investment will:


Increase the amount of wastewater recycled.

Benefit 3: Support future growth in the region
Reticulated collection, transfer and treatment of sewage are foundation requirements for higher
density urbanisation, as is being experienced and further anticipated for Drouin. The investment
ensures adequate capacity to meet sewage demand predicted over the coming 25 years (noting
delivery will be staged to align with demand).
Specifically, the investment will:


2.1.2

Increase the amount of waste water treated.

Wider Socio-economic Benefits

As a result of the investment, the following wider socio-economic benefits are expected to accrue to
the community:


The direct investment will contribute to employment and local economic activity in
Gippsland and environs, which is currently undergoing structural reform with the closure of
the Hazelwood Power Station;



The availability of higher quality, reliable fit-for-purpose recycled water could generate
increased investment in local agricultural or horticultural enterprises, stimulating ongoing
regional economic activity and employment;
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Improved water quality discharged to the environment, providing no detrimental impact to
the receiving waterway and ultimately beneficial reuses; and,



Protecting public health by improving the reliability of plant performance and meeting water
quality discharge requirements

2.1.3

Dis-benefits

There may be some short term, localised negative impacts associated with construction. This could
include local traffic interruption through local rural, residential and industrial areas, noise and/or
dust.
Local impacts will be minimised through the application of best practice Construction Environmental
Management Plans and Traffic Management Plans, to the satisfaction of GW and where relevant,
external authorities such as local councils.
There will be no disruption to service provision to any customers during construction or
commissioning as the existing treatment plant will remain in service throughout construction.

2.2

Importance of the benefits to Government

2.2.1

Alignment to GW Corporate Objectives

A summary of the investment’s contribution towards the delivery of key GW objectives, policies
and/or plans is provided in Table 4.
Table 4: Assessment of the investment against GW corporate priorities
Plan or Policy

Key Action or Objective

Alignment of this Investment

Corporate Plan
2016/17

Securing the reliable supply of safe
water and the management of
wastewater services to the region
(while acknowledging the implications
of climate change);

The investment will:


Provide safe reliable sewage
treatment for homes and
businesses, supporting growth in
Drouin;



Ensure wastewater is treated and
discharged in accordance with EPA
Victoria requirements;



Manage odour to ensure the
amenity of Drouin is protected and



Improve the quality of treated
effluent, enabling increased
utilisation of recycled water.

Using and reusing our natural
resources efficiently;
Complying with all current and
emerging statutory and regulatory
requirements;
Construct a new waste water
treatment plant to meet the long term
growth requirements in Drouin.
Statement of
Obligations (2015)

The corporation must:

The investment will:



Minimise the impacts of its
activities on the environment;



Manage risk to protect public
safety, quality, and security of
supply;



Collaborate with other water
corporations, public
authorities and government
agencies to plan for and take
account of the needs in a



Provide safe reliable sewage
treatment for homes and
businesses, supporting growth in
Drouin;



Ensure wastewater is treated and
discharged in accordance with EPA
Victoria requirements;



Improve the quality of treated
effluent, enabling increased
utilisation of recycled water;
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geographic area

2.2.2



Manage odour to ensure the
amenity of Drouin is protected and



Implement the most efficient
regional solution.

Alignment to State Government Policy

A summary of the investment’s contribution towards the delivery of State Government objectives,
policies and/or plans is provided in Table 5.
Table 5: Assessment of the investment against State Government policy priorities
Plan or Policy

Key Action or Objective

Alignment of this Investment

Water for Victoria
(2016)

The urban water sector provides
services that are fundamental to the
health and wellbeing of Victorians who
live in cities and towns. These
services include providing safe and
secure drinking water, managing and
treating wastewater, and managing
water to protect the urban
environment from floods.

The investment will:

Make the most of our investment in
wastewater
Effective and affordable wastewater
systems:


Meets public health and
environmental standards;



Effective sewerage systems



Maximise waste-to-resource
opportunities

Victoria’s water sector will support
jobs, economic growth, the
environment, and our health and
wellbeing by continuing to deliver
efficient services with a focus on
innovation, performance and
affordability.
Plan Melbourne
(2014)

Drouin is identified as a peri-urban
regional town with growth potential
(refer Figure 6)
Attracting more growth to some of
these strategic towns will not just take
pressure off Melbourne, but attract
greater provision of services to these
towns as populations grow. The
strategy seeks to ensure that the
values of the whole peri-urban area
are appropriately managed.



Provide safe reliable sewage
treatment for homes and
businesses, supporting growth in
Drouin;



Ensure wastewater is treated and
discharged in accordance with EPA
Victoria requirements;



Manage odour to ensure the
amenity of Drouin is protected;



Improve the quality of treated
effluent, enabling increased
utilisation of recycled water and
supporting complementary
agricultural and horticulture
industries and



Implement the most efficient
regional solution.;



Utilise renewable energy

The investment will:


Provide safe reliable sewage
treatment for homes and
businesses, supporting growth in
Drouin;



Ensure wastewater is treated and
discharged in accordance with EPA
Victoria requirements;



Improve the quality of treated
effluent, enabling increased
utilisation of recycled water and
supporting complementary
agricultural and horticulture
industries and



Manage odour to ensure the
amenity of Drouin is protected.
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2.3

Evidence of benefit delivery

GW has completed a facilitated Benefits Management Plan workshop which has identified the Key
Performance Indicators, their measures and clear accountabilities for the delivery of each benefit
(refer Appendix 1). In addition, GW will report investment progress and benefit realisation as part of
its Annual Corporate Reporting obligations to the State Government and its customers.
The Benefits Map is outlined in Figure 88.
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Figure 8: Benefits Ma
ap
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2.4

Interdependencies

An identification and assessment of any key interdependencies was undertaken for each of the
investments’ targeted benefits and is summarised in Table 6:
Table 6: Benefit Interdependencies
Benefit

Independencies

Assessment

Improved protection
of environmental and
public health

Nil.

Full achievement of the benefit is wholly within the
control of GW and will be delivered through a
single investment.

Increased
opportunities for
social and economic
reuse of treated
wastewater

Demand for recycled water

While the investment itself will increase the
opportunities for reuse, as a result of the improved
effluent quality, GW seeks actual realisation of
this opportunity.
GW has engaged with existing and potential
recycled water customers and is confident
increased demand will result from the upgrade
works. Some of this additional demand can be
captured without any additional treatment or
delivery infrastructure.
Additional customer demand requiring increased
treatment or infrastructure will be assessed on a
case by case basis, with a resultant business
case developed.
As discussed, GW is also collaborating with SEW
to identify and realise recycled water demand.

Support future
growth in the region

2.5

Market conditions, associated
infrastructure

Actual residential and industrial demand in Drouin
is driven by a range of wider economic and
demographic factors. Plan Melbourne recognised
historical growth and identifies Drouin as a key
regional growth town. As such, local government
planning and related infrastructure development is
based upon continued strong population growth.

Uncertainties

Beyond traditional project delivery uncertainties, which are addressed in Section 5: Deliverability of
recommended solution, the major uncertainty is actual growth patterns and resultant sewage
demand over the next 25 to 30 years. With existing sewage inflows exceeding current capacity, and
short to medium term growth trends unlikely to abate, the extent of uncertainty in reference to the
underlying investment need and benefit achievement is low. As discussed later in the business
case, there is some staging of infrastructure and the current plant will be retained. The retention of
the current plant maximises flexibility to meet short term changes in flow assumptions, while the
staged approach can be timed to respond to major assumption changes (i.e. Stage 2 can be
brought forward or delayed to match the actual demand profile).
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3.

Strategic response

3.1

About the Strategic Options Assessment

In seeking the optimum solution to the identified problems in this Business Case, two levels of
filtering have been applied.
The first level was to identify and explore a range of possible strategic responses and determine the
potential interventions which best respond to the identified problems. The Strategic Options
assessment is detailed in this Part 3.
The second level of filtering explored a range of project options consistent with the preferred
strategic response that can be delivered most efficiently. The Project Options assessment is
detailed in Part 4 of this Business Case.
In determining the best Strategic Response, a broad, high-level review of potential interventions was
appraised at a whole of government level. Strategic Interventions are defined as high-level strategic
actions that could be taken to respond to an identified Problem. In a government context, potential
Strategic Interventions are identified by exploring a range of alternatives under the following
headings:





Change demand (eg. measures to reduce demand for services)
Improve productivity (eg. change service delivery mechanisms); and
Change supply (eg. add capacity to meet increased demand).

In determining the preferred Strategic Response, GW has considered:





What are the strategic interventions that might be taken to respond to the cause of the problem
and deliver the identified benefits?
How could these interventions be balanced across a range of strategic options?
Considering the benefits that would be delivered, the costs, the timelines and the risks, which of
the identified strategic options is preferred?

A summary of the strategic assessment process is provided in the following sections.

3.2

Method and criteria

A multi-criteria approach to prioritising strategic interventions was agreed upon by the GW Project
Team in a facilitated Solutions Workshop. The approach is consistent with the DTF Investment
Lifecycle Guidance and the Guideline for Strategic Options Analysis. The adopted assessment
criteria were:






Ability for the intervention to deliver the benefits;
Costs (whole of life);
Timelines and
Risks.

Consistent with the DTF Guidelines, a weighted benefit score was derived by assigning a score out
of five for the degree to which the option delivers against the benefit KPIs, multiplied by individual
benefit weighting.
Each of the other criteria was assessed on a qualitative basis with a final ranking derived by a
workshopped consensus based upon the degree to which each option satisfied the criteria.
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3.3

Strategic options analysis

3.3.1

Strategic interventions

The Strategic Options Assessment was applied in a workshop facilitated by an accredited DTF
Investment Management Standard facilitator.
Strategic Interventions are a statement of organisational focus or direction taken in response to the
identified issues or challenges. Once achieved, they will both resolve those issues and deliver the
associated benefits. Strategic Interventions are a high-level statement of intent and give an insight
into possible solutions without committing the corporation to any particular solution.
A list of the strategic interventions that could potentially address the identified problems is provided
in Table 7.
It is noted that under the current water industry institutional arrangements, some of the identified
interventions would not necessarily fall within the current regulatory jurisdiction of GW. However, in
the interests of identifying the best strategic approach at a whole of community level, these were
retained for evaluation.

Table 7: Potential Strategic Interventions
Intervention

Intervention
Type

Description

Technically Feasible?

Limit the level of
sewage that can
be generated

Reduce
Demand

Limits are placed on
domestic and/or industrial
sewage customers

No – there is limited ability to monitor and
constrain sewage generation while enabling
urban and commercial development to proceed.
Like water restrictions, there is also a risk of noncompliance with established limits at the
domestic or industrial source

Limit
development in
Drouin

Reduce
Demand

Limits to residential and
industrial growth are
enforced by local
government

No – Current and planned urban growth is critical
to accommodating Melbourne and Victoria’s
population growth. There are already flows in
excess of plant capacity.

Mandate onsite
treatment
systems

Reduce
Demand

Individual customers are
responsible for their own
wastewater treatment and
disposal

No – Current and planned urban growth in
Drouin predominantly creates lots with
insufficient capacity to treat and dispose
wastewater in accordance with EPA standards

Increase waste
water treatment
capacity

Increase
Capacity

Augment existing treatment
plants to increase capacity

Yes

Improve the
flexibility and
responsiveness
of processing

Improve
Productivity

Reconfigure treatment
processes to maximise
capacity and productivity of
assets

Yes

Based upon the identified strategic interventions, the Project Team agreed on two broad strategic
options for assessment:
Strategic Option 1: Capacity Only
This strategic option is centred upon the expansion of the existing treatment plant, requiring
additional lagoons and land to enable effluent discharge.
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Strategiic Option 2:: Capacity and
a
Flexibiliity
This stra
ategic option
n centres on the impleme
entation of an integrated approach too balance ex
xisting
infrastructure, treatm
ment quality and current discharge options and buffer
b
distancces.
ategic optionss are represented graph
hically in Tab
ble 8. The pe
ercentage figgures repres
sent the
The stra
proportio
on of the Strrategic Optio
on made up b
by the respe
ective interve
ention.

Table 8: Summary off the Strategic Options

3.3.2

Assessme
ent

The assessment of Strategic
S
Op
ptions (as de
efined in Tab
ble 8) comple
eted by the P
Project Team
m during
the faciliitated strateg
gic options workshop
w
is provided in
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Table 9.
The assessment found that both options could equally contribute towards supporting future growth
(through increased capacity) however focussing on expanding the lagoon system only (Option 1)
was more limited in the contribution towards improving environmental health and increasing
opportunities for reuse. This is based on the effluent quality achieved through lagoon treatment. A
simple expansion of the current treatment approach is also less likely to comply with any future
more stringent EPA discharge standards.
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Table 9: Summary off the Strategic Options As
ssessment

3.4

Recomm
mended Strategi c Option
n

On the b
basis of the Strategic
S
Op
ptions Asses sment, GW endorsed Sttrategic Optioon 2 – “Capacity &
Flexibilitty” as the pre
eferred strate
egic responsse to deliverr the desired benefits. Thhis strategic
c option
was assessed as ab
ble to realise the targeted
d benefits, delivered at a similar or loower cost an
nd with
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few major risks thus enabling a higher likelihood of benefit realisation and provide greater value for
money.
An assessment of the project options that most efficiently and effectively enact the strategic
intervention is provided in Section 4.
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4.

Projec
ct optio
ons ana
alysis

4.1

Project Options
s Conside
ered

Based o
on the preferred strategic
c response G
GW, together with their specialised
s
cconsultants Mott
M
MacDon
nald, underto
ook an option
ns identificattion and assessment pro
ocess to seleect the optim
mal
project ssolution for th
he Drouin WWTP.
W
Broad
dly the asses
ssment enco
ompassed iddentifying fea
asible
process technology options to either replace
e or supplem
ment the existing treatmeent system, ta
aking
into acco
ount econom
mic, social an
nd environm ental factors
s, as well as the requiredd level of serrvice.
The new
w treatment system
s
optio
ons were all rrequired to meet
m
the tigh
hter year rouund effluent limits for
discharg
ge to Shilling
glaw Creek, and
a be able to treat inflo
ows of up to three
t
time d ry weather flow
(DWF).
potential trea
atment option
ns were initia
ally identified
d, consisting of a combinnation of esta
ablished
Seven p
and eme
erging treatm
ment technologies. Onlyy options which were dee
emed to be aable to meet the
treatmen
nt requireme
ents were considered, i.e
e. ability to meet
m
the environmental ddischarge lim
mits.
The initia
al seven opttions are sum
mmarised in Table 10 with full details
s in Supportiing Documentation.

Table 10: Summary of
o initial optio
ons identified
d

An initial multi-criteriia assessme
ent was used
d to shortlist the identified options forr further, dettailed
assessm
on). Options
ment (Refer Supporting
S
Documentati
D
s 1, 2 and 7 were
w
rankedd well behind
d Options
3, 4, 5 and 6 and so were eliminated from fu
urther analys
sis. The fourr remaining ttreatment sy
ystems
(in addition to the Ba
ase Case) were
w
subsequ
uently shortliisted, described as follow
ws:
Base Ca
ase
The Basse Case, aga
ainst which alternative
a
op
ptions were assessed, comprises thee current Dro
ouin
WWTP. This assumes business-as-usual prractice with no
n capital up
pgrades to thhe existing la
agoons
and side
e stream mecchanical plants. While th
he Base Cas
se is not considered a viaable option to
t
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address the identifie
ed problems it is retained
d as the basiis against wh
hich alternattive options were
w
assesse
ed.
Option 3
3: Activated
d Sludge an
nd Membran
ne Bioreacto
or (MBR)
Option 3 consists of a membrane bioreactorr process. Th
his process is a variant oof activated sludge,
s
wherebyy the final se
ettling stage where
w
treate
ed water is separated fro
om biologicall solids is replaced
by membranes. The process ope
erates by dra
awing waterr (permeate) through the membranes
s. The
effective
e pore size of
o the membrrane (approxx. 0.04 micro
on) excludes all solids annd filters mos
st
bacteria. Therefore the
t system provides
p
both
h solids liquid separation
n and partiall disinfection
n in one
stage. T
The process can
c be operated under a wide range
e of mixed liq
quor solids cconcentration
ns and
typically is able to op
perate at 6-7
7g/L making the footprintt of the process significaantly smaller than
conventiional activate
ed sludge prrocesses.
A schem
matic represe
entation of th
he option is p
provided in Figure
F
9.

Figure 9: Schematic representatio
on of Option 3

Option 4
4: Sequential Batch Re
eactor, Tertiiary Filtratio
on and Disin
nfection
Option 4 consists of a Sequencing Batch Re
eactor (SBR)), filtration (c
cloth) and ulttra violet disinfection
system iin series. An
n SBR proces
ss combiness activated sludge
s
and gravity settlinng in a single
e
tank/reactor. The SB
BR process is used exten
nsively in Victoria to rem
move phosphhorus and nittrogen to
low levels. The SBR
R selected is based upon
n a fill/draw system
s
and consists
c
of tw
wo tanks ope
erating
in paralle
el with each tank filling at
a once in se
equence ove
er a 4.5 hour cycle. The S
SBR process
s is
capable of achieving
g low nitroge
en and phosp
phorus concentrations, however
h
to m
meet the stan
ndards
required
d for Drouin (for
( phospho
orus) require filtration. In the future, if lower phossphorus
concentrrations were
e to be requirred, it is pos sible that im
mproved filtration would bbe required at
a
significant additional cost such as
a sand filterr or ultrafiltra
ation.
A schem
matic represe
entation of th
he option is p
provided in Figure
F
10.
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0: Schematic
c representattion of Option
n4
Figure 10

Option 5
5: Granular Activated Sludge,
S
Terttiary Filtratiion and Disinfection
Option 5 consists of a granular activated
a
slu
udge process
s, cloth media filtration aand UV disinffection.
The gran
nular activated sludge prrocess is a vvariant of traditional SBR
R systems whhereby the mixed
m
liquor in the processs is selected to grow as g
granules rath
her than a su
uspension off solids. The
e sludge
g
settling properties, meaning tha
at the
granuless are denserr than water; hence they have very good
“settle” p
phase of the SBR proces
ss can be sh
hortened. In addition, the
e process caan run at high
h applied
loading rrates meanin
ng that the process
p
footp
print is smaller than a co
onventional S
SBR.
This tech
hnology is currently prop
priety and is marketed in
n the Australian and New
w Zealand markets
by Aqua
atec Maxcon, but has nott been widelyy adopted and proven in
n a colder cli mate. It is ex
xpected
that the process can
n achieve bio
ological phossphorus removal, but can
nnot achievee the require
ed levels
phorus for Drouin without a filtration and chemica
al dosing sta
age.
of phosp
A graphiical represen
ntation of the
e option is prrovided in Figure 11.

Figure 11
1: Graphical representation of Option
n5
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Option 6
6: Membran
ne Aerated Bioreactor
B
((MABR), Cla
arification, Tertiary
T
Filttration &
Disinfec
ction
The mem
mbrane aera
ated bioreacttor is a fixed film/activate
ed sludge prrocess, otherrwise known
n as
integrate
ed fixed film activated slu
udge, and iss a new and unproven technology. Inn this process air is
pumped into the mixxed liquor by
y means of a gas permea
able membra
ane. This alsso acts as a media
for the g
growth of baccteria. The biofilm
b
that g rows on the membranes
s is aerated ffrom the inside out
and from
m the outside
e in via aerattion diffuserss, making the biofilm mo
ore efficient ffor nitrificatio
on. All
other aspects (solidss liquid sepa
arate, mixing
g, recycles ettc.) are the same
s
as a coonventional activated
process. Filtrration is needed after fin al clarificatio
on to meet th
he expected suspended solids
sludge p
licence rrequirementss and UV dis
sinfection is needed to achieve
a
the bacterial
b
stanndard require
ed in the
discharg
ge permit.
A graphiical represen
ntation of the
e option is prrovided in Figure 12.

Figure 12
2: Graphical representation of Option
n6

4.2

Stakeho
older ide
entificatio
on and consultat
c
tion

As part o
of the option
ns assessme
ent process, GW completed a stakeh
holder identiffication process and
an analyysis of stakeholder issue
es and expecctations in re
espect of the project optioons. A summ
mary of
the asse
essment is provided in Table 11. Dettails of the co
ommunicatio
ons and engaagement strrategy for
the prefe
erred option are provided
d in Section 5.5.2 Stakeholder engagement andd communica
ations
plan.
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Table 11: Stakeholder Identification
Stakeholder

Nature of Interest

Matters relevant to the Options
Assessment

Customers

Service Levels
Wastewater tariffs (efficient and effective
service delivery)

All short-listed options expected to
meet minimum service levels, to
protect environment and public health

Environmental Impacts and Public Health
risks

Cost impacts considered through
whole of life assessment of options.

Nuisance, Noise, Odour, Traffic

All plants will have increased traffic on
local roads delivering more chemicals
than at present and also removing
sludge new).

Local residents

The mechanical plant risk being noisier
than the lagoons however design will
include noise mitigation.
The mechanical odour plant reduces
odour risk from the new plant. The
reduction in load on the lagoons
reduces odour risk from the lagoons.
Visual amenity of mechanical plant can
be addressed to some extent by
landscaping and selection of sensitive
colours.
EPA Victoria

Compliance with SEPP and licence conditions

All short-listed options expected to
meet minimum service levels, to
protect environment and public health.

Baw Baw Shire

Infrastructure delivery to meet growing
residential population

All short listed options to have
relatively similar impacts and approval
requirements.

Planning issues such as removal of native
vegetation, permitted land use
Traffic Management issues during
construction
Department of
Environment, Land,
Water & Planning

Environmental Impacts (e.g. Flora and Fauna
removal)
Cultural Heritage Management

All short listed options to have
relatively similar impacts and approval
requirements

Minister required to endorse the Business
Case

Expect robust assessment of options
to select the most efficient and
effective solution cognisant of whole of
life costs, risks, environment and social
impacts.

Department of
Treasury & Finance

Approval of Business Case

Expect robust assessment of options
to select the most efficient and
effective solution cognisant of whole of
life costs, risks, environment and social
impacts.

South East Water

Opportunities for collaboration on wastewater
and recycled water schemes

Minimal direct impact, as high level
strategic options assessment
discounted opportunities for a
partnership approach at a regional
wastewater treatment scale.

Melbourne Water

Designated catchment management authority
for the creek – impacts on waterway health

All short-listed options expected to
meet minimum service levels, to
protect environment and public health.

Power Utility -

Ensuring sufficient network capacity to

Network upgrade is necessary to
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Stakeholder

Nature of Interest

Matters relevant to the Options
Assessment

SPAusnet

operate selected option

supply additional power for all
treatment plant options the treatment
plant.

The key issues or areas of particular importance to stakeholder groups were incorporated into the
socio-economic, environmental and risk assessment of the project options.

4.3

Socio-economic impacts

A qualitative assessment of each project option against a range of socio-economic factors was
undertaken which subsequently informed a multi-criteria triple bottom line analysis. A summary of
the socio-economic assessments is provided as follows:
Customer and Community - Service Levels
This criterion considers community safety issues (such as chemical use, traffic movements etc.)
treatment capacity and re-use opportunities.
All short-listed options were considered to have a positive impact compared with the Base Case,
due to the ability to meet contemporary sewage collection, treatment and discharge standards. Any
improvement in effluent quality will also improve reuse opportunities.
Built Environment
This criterion considers land use, visual impacts and operational footprint. Despite an increased
footprint compared with the Base Case, options 3 to 5 have relatively small footprints and will better
manage odour risks from the site thus were assessed as making a positive contribution to the local
environment. At a local level, there may be some visibility of the new assets, but they are not
expected to have a material impact on wider visual amenity of the area. Landscaping will screen the
plant along nearby boundaries.
Stakeholder Impacts (Nuisance, Noise and Odour)
Large capital projects have the potential to negatively impact upon local residents and businesses
during the construction phase as a result of increased traffic, noise, dust and/or odour. On balance,
the short-listed options were considered to provide a beneficial outcome compared with the Base
Case primarily based on the improved treatment capacity and quality that lessens the risk of
offensive odours being detected beyond the plant boundary.
Regional Development & Employment
All project options would enable GW to meet its statutory and environmental sewerage service
obligations which is a key enabler for high density urbanisation and associated
commercial/industrial development of Drouin.

4.4

Environmental impacts

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions
New mechanised treatment processes have the potential to use significant amounts of electricity,
which if sourced from standard grid power can increase GHG emissions. As part of the options
assessment, an analysis of expected electrical consumption was undertaken to inform both
operational costs but also potential GHG emissions.
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Offsetting increases the in power use is the avoided emissions generated through the lagoon
treatment process (particularly when the lagoons become anaerobic due to overloading), which
emits carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide (the latter two which have particularly high global
warming potential). Due to the high global warming potential of methane and nitrous oxide, as well
as factoring in carbon offsets for the increased power use, there is a net benefit arising from all
options when compared to the base case. The benefit was greatest for Option 6. To further reduce
carbon emissions, up to 350kW of solar cells will be installed within the treatment plant boundary.

Waterway Health
While GW will continue to increase opportunities for recycled water use, discharge to surface water
is likely to continue under all options. As a result, each of the options was assessed according to the
expected water quality resulting from the alternative treatment approach. All options other than the
Base Case were assessed as providing a significantly improved water quality. This benefit was
assessed as being greatest for Options 3 and 5.
Terrestrial Impacts
GW also considered potential direct or indirect impacts of the options on terrestrial biodiversity. All
options are planned to be located in heavily modified areas, thus the absolute impacts are small,
and in most cases completely avoidable based on the planned location within the Drouin WWTP
site. Options 4 and 6 have larger footprints and thus were considered slightly more likely to have a
biodiversity impact although the absolute impact remains small.
Materials, Resource Use and Waste
Each of the options utilises a different treatment process, relying on different chemicals and
consumables.
Lagoon treatment typically offers the lower chemical treatment usage, however the increasing flows
are overloading the lagoons. A cost effective approach is to continue to use the low cost and low
chemical usage lagoons as far and practical and implement a mechanical plant to treat additional
flow. The mechanical plant will also replace the HRTF/DAFF system producing a more
concentrated solid waste is more suitable for transport to off-site resource recovery.

4.5

Economic impacts

The project is a response to GW’s statutory and regulatory compliance requirements, as opposed to
a discretionary State budget funded project, to enable the urban development of the Drouin which is
a key regional growth town identified in Plan Melbourne.
Subsequently all project options (other than the Base Case) were developed to meet the same
levels of service and benefit realisation (as identified in the ILM) and thus enable the same levels of
economic activity to proceed in and around Drouin.
As such, a formal, quantified cost benefit analysis including quantification of all externalities was not
undertaken to inform the assessment of options. The determination of the preferred project option is
based upon financial costs, qualitative social and environment factors and comparative risk
assessments which affirmed there are no material long term detrimental effects as a result of the
Project.
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4.7

Operational Comparison (including Risk)

In addition to the financial assessment of options, GW considered operational factors and
differential risks between the options, to assist in the determination of the most efficient and
effective solution. The following factors were considered for each of the options:
Safety
Hazards associated with the operation and maintenance of each option was considered, for staff,
contractors and the community. Due to implementation of modern safety standards and operating
procedures, the project options were predominantly considered as being not being materially
different to the Base Case. Option 3 was however rated slightly worse than the alternative options
due to the additional activities needed for undertaking routine membrane maintenance.
Operability & Maintainability
For each of the project options, GW considered the ease of operation, including whether it was
possible to remotely operate the plant and the ability for existing assets to be retained and
integrated into the overall plant operation. All options were considered to provide an enhanced
operating environment compared with the Base Case (in part due to the ability to treat the
increased volumes without overloading the treatment system). Of the alternative options, Option 3
and Option 6 provided the better outcome.
Flexibility & Modularity
The ability to flexibly respond to changed inflow volumes and loads is a key consideration for
assets with high upfront capital costs and demand changing over time. In addition, the ability to
modulate the treatment process to further improve the quality of treated effluent to meet future
recycled water demand was considered (e.g. to meet Class A standards). The existing lagoon
system rates poorly for such flexibility as does Option 5. Option 3 was rated most highly due to both
the ability to augment the capacity of the treatment system as well as the ability to polish treated
effluent to a higher quality.
Treatment Robustness
Treatment plants and the quality of the treated effluent can be adversely affected by the quality and
composition of raw sewage to be treated. Different treatment processes have different levels of
resilience to changes in influent composition. All options were considered to be significantly more
robust to changed treatment parameters compared with the Base Case with Option 3 assessed by
the GW project team as providing a slightly more robust solution.

4.8

Integrated multi-criteria analysis

To determine the preferred project option, GW undertook a multi-criteria assessment consistent with
best practice DTF investment evaluation guidance. The assessment team adopted the following
weightings of financial to non-financial criteria (Table 14) broadly consistent with the High Value
High Risk Guidelines for investments that seek a service return with some financial returns to offset
operating costs as well as maintaining consistency with the investment purpose as articulated in the
ILM.
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o financial to non-financ
cial criteria
Table 14: Weighting of
Criterion
n
Financiall
Non‐finaancial – Social
Non‐finaancial – Environmental
Levels off Service (Operaation & Risk)

Baase Weighting
35%
15%
25%
25%

The indivvidual base weightings for
f each sub
b-criterion are
e provided in
n
Table 15
5.

Table 15: Criteria We
eightings

w then sco
ored in a wo rkshop using
g a simple sc
coring syste m to assess
s the
Each of the criteria was
nd benefits of
o each option. The simpllified scoring
g criteria ado
opted by GW
W was based on a
costs an
range off -3 to + 3 with a score of -3 reflectin g very poor performance
e against thee performanc
ce
criteria a
and +3 refleccting very go
ood performa
ance againstt the perform
mance criteriaa.
A summ
mary of the re
esults of the analysis are
e detailed in Table 16 witth full detailss in the Supp
porting
entation.
Docume
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Table 16: Multi-criteria Analysis
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A Triple Bottom Line (TBL) score greater than zero indicates the project option delivers a beneficial
outcome when social, environmental and economic costs and benefits are considered.
Based upon the assessment weightings applied, Option 3 was assessed as providing the optimal
solution with benefits of the project outweighing the costs when social, environmental and financial
impacts were assessed.
Sensitivity Analysis
A sensitivity analysis was undertaken for the multi-criteria assessment in order to determine the
sensitivity of the results to the assessment criteria weightings. A total of five scenarios were
undertaken with each systematically varying the key criteria weightings.
The results are presented in Table 17 as follows:
Table 17: Summary of Triple Bottom Line Sensitivity Analysis (E= Environmental Weighting; S=Social
Weighting, R = Service Levels (Risk) - & F = Financial Weighting)
Incremental TBL Score relative to the Base Case
Scenario

Base Case

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Option 6

-

1.02

0.55

‐0.16

0.52

-

1.78

1.33

0.84

1.33

-

‐1.45

‐1.87

‐3.27

‐2.23

-

3.11

2.81

2.74

2.63

-

2.78

2.33

2.50

2.72

Base (Applied) Weightings

Equal Weightings
(All 25 per cent)

Financial Weighted
(E10%, S10%, R 10% F70%)
Social Weighted
(E10%, S70%, R10%, F10%)
Environmental Weighted
(E70%, S10%, R10%, F10%)

Under all sensitivity scenarios, Option 3 remained the highest ranked option of those that could
address the identified problems and deliver the target benefits (i.e. the Base Case cannot deliver the
required outcomes) indicating that Option 3 provides a comparatively better outcome across the
financial, operability, social and environmental spectrum under a range of possible scenarios.
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4.9

Preferred Project Option

A summary of the Options assessment is provided in Table 18 which includes a qualitative
assessment of the degree to which the option can deliver the targeted benefits.
Table 18: Summary of the options analysis
Criteria
Can the option
achieve the KPIs for
Improved Protection
of Environmental and
Public Health
Can the option
achieve the KPIs for
Increased
opportunities for
social and economic
reuse of treated
wastewater
Can the option
achieve the KPIs for
future growth in the
region

Base Case

Option 3

Option 4

Option 5

Option 6

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

$56.5

$43.5

‐0.16

0.52

NO

YES

YES

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Whole of Life Cost
($M NPV, Discount
Rate of 7 per cent)

NA

$35.1

$38.5

INTEGRATED ANALYSIS
Weighted TBL Score
(incremental to the
Base Case)

0

1.02

0.55

On the basis of the multi-step options assessment, the GW project team recommended Option 3 as
the preferred project option.
The preferred option:





responds to the investment need and has a high probability of achieving the stated benefits in
the Investment Logic Map;
was assessed as providing the optimum solution when financial, social and environmental
criteria were considered and
has a comparatively lower risk profile and enhanced service flexibility compared with the
alternative options.

The preferred option is detailed in Part 5 of the Business Case as follows.
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